
See www.kcpt.org/VietnamVoices for guidelines, resources, lesson plans and professional development as well as 
the Interviewee Release and Student Video Producer Release.

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
ELA Standards (Missouri and Kansas) - Reading: Informational Text, Speaking & Listening, Reading Literacy in History/Social Studies: Reading Informational Text, and 
Writing Literacy in History/Social Studies/Science/Technical Subjects: Writing for grades 6-12. 

Social Studies Standards (Missouri) - Relationships of Individuals and Groups to Institutions and Traditions (CLE SS6 3.6) and Tools of Social Science Inquiry (CLE SS7 
1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7) in US History and World History.

Social Studies Standards (Kansas) -  Societies are shaped by beliefs, ideas and diversity, Societies experience continuity and change over time, and Relationships 
among people, places, ideas and environments are dynamic for 7th Grade Kansas History, HS Modern World History and HS U.S. History.

VIETNAM VOICES ACTIVITY                 Grades 6–12; Postsecondary

DESCRIPTION: 
Students (working by themselves or in a group of five or fewer) interview a veteran,
civilian, refugee, citizen, activist or other individual with a first-person story to tell 
related to the Vietnam War and create a video relevant to the theme Vietnam Voices.

MATERIALS: 
Video recording device, video editing software, tripod (optional), external microphone (optional), lighting kit (optional)

PRE-PRODUCTION ACTIVITY (BEFORE RECORDING)
• Identify an individual with a first-person story to tell related to the Vietnam War. 

• Communicate with the person to determine topics (years, people, places, etc.) that might be discussed   
 in the interview.

• Conduct research to establish context for the interview.

• Create a list of questions based on research.

• Confirm time, date and location for the interview with the interviewee, and make arrangements for    
 equipment.

PRODUCTION
• Review KCPT Tips for Interviews and Video Production (see back side).

• Ask the interviewee to complete the Interviewee Release (found at www.kcpt.org/VietnamVoices).

POST-PRODUCTION (AFTER RECORDING)
• (Optional) Locate photos, videos, audio or documents relevant to the interview, either from the interviewee   
 or through another source. Additional materials should be public domain or Creative Commons (following   
 any specifications set by original copyright holder). 

• Edit the interview (and any additional materials) into a two- to four-minute video that relates to the theme   
 Vietnam Voices.

• Peer-review videos and make modifications.

• Write a response paper connecting the interview to the larger narrative of the Vietnam War and/or to   
 current world issues. Include a bibliography identifying sources used in research and production.

ENTER KCPT’S VIETNAM VOICES YOUTH VIDEO CONTEST FOR A CHANCE TO MEET KEN BURNS AND LYNN NOVICK!
• Sign (and have parents sign) the Student Video Producer Release.

• Upload the edited video to YouTube, Vimeo or Dropbox.

• Submit the online entry form (found at www.kcpt.org/VietnamVoices), and email the completed Interviewee   
 Release along with the Student Video Producer Release(s) to vietnam@kcpt.org by May 31, 2017.

http://www.kcpt.org/announcements/vietnam-contest/
http://www.kcpt.org/files/uploads/2017/02/kcpttipsforproduction.pdf
http://www.kcpt.org/files/uploads/2017/02/IntervieweeRelease-VVYVC.pdf
http://www.kcpt.org/announcements/vietnam-contest/
http://www.kcpt.org/announcements/vietnam-contest/
http://www.kcpt.org/files/uploads/2017/02/StudentVideoProducerRelease-VVYVC.pdf
http://www.kcpt.org/announcements/vietnam-contest/
http://www.kcpt.org/files/uploads/2017/02/IntervieweeRelease-VVYVC.pdf
http://www.kcpt.org/files/uploads/2017/02/IntervieweeRelease-VVYVC.pdf
http://www.kcpt.org/files/uploads/2017/02/StudentVideoProducerRelease-VVYVC.pdf


KCPT TIPS FOR INTERVIEWS AND VIDEO PRODUCTION

TOP 5 TIPS FOR GREAT INTERVIEWS:
1. Research! To ask good questions, you’ll need to know a little about the person you are interviewing and   
 their experiences. Determine interview topics by speaking with your interviewee in advance. Then, find   
 trustworthy sources and study up!

2. Write questions in advance! Prepare a list of open-ended questions based on your research and    
 conversation with the person you are interviewing. Cover the basics: who, what, where, when, why    
 and how. Stay away from questions with “yes” or “no” responses.

3. Be organized! Confirm the date and time of your interview, and provide the interviewee with the release   
 form and a list of potential questions in advance. Arrive early and troubleshoot your recording equipment   
 before your interviewee arrives.

4. Show interest! When communicating with your subject, be polite, pay attention, make eye contact,    
 be conversational, don’t interrupt and, most importantly …

5. Listen! This may be your only chance to record your subject’s story. Listen as the interviewee speaks,   
 and ask follow-up questions to help you better understand their story. Don’t worry if these questions   
 aren’t on your list! Good interviewers improvise!

TOP 5 TIPS FOR MAKING GREAT INTERVIEW VIDEOS:
1. Use a tripod. Don’t have access to a tripod? Find a way to steady your camera. 

2. Set the scene. Whether you prefer a plain backdrop or one that visually connects to your theme, you’ll   
 want a space that is quiet, well lit, spacious enough for your equipment, comfortable for your subject   
 and looks good on camera.

3. Check your lighting. You should be able to see your subject’s face. If shadows are blocking his/her face, try   
 changing your angle or adding additional light.

4. Frame your shot. In interviews, the most-used shots are close-ups (head and shoulders) and medium   
 (waist up) shots. To add visual interest, remember the rule of thirds (see below)! Once you start recording,   
 make sure to check your frame throughout the interview. If your subject moves, you may need to    
 adjust your camera.

5. Listen! How does your audio sound? If you have an external microphone, use it. Don’t have a mic? Make   
 sure the subject is speaking directly into the mic on your camera. Remember to listen to the audio    
 throughout the interview. Hear a noise in the background? It’s OK to ask your interviewee to start over or   
 repeat an answer.

THE RULE OF THIRDS

As a guide, divide your shot into 
thirds horizontally and vertically.

When framing a shot, aim for 
the subject or elements to fall 

on those guide lines, ideally 
where lines intersect.

Using the rule of thirds helps
 create an interesting composition.

Tom Jones
Veteran


